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ABSTRACT

The goal of this study is to equip a mobile service
robot with an ability to navigate to the human who
commands the robot by speech. Based on time delay
of arrival (TDOA) features, a Bayesian approach to
sound source direction estimation is proposed. The
method requires low computational complexity and
is feasible for real-time robot navigation. Based on
an experiment with various parameter settings in an
indoor environment, different factors that affect the
classification accuracy have been analyzed. The ex-
periment results have illustrated that the proposed
Bayesian method outperforms both that of the Mi-
crosoft Kinect sensor and the trigonometric approach
in terms of classification accuracy.

Keywords: Acoustic Source Localization, Bayesian
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in electronic, mechanic and sensor
technology have made the concept of human-assisted
robot become realizable. Most of the robots can only
perform their assigned tasks to assist human with low
degree of interactivity with human. There exist, how-
ever, many studies [1, 2, 3] that aim toward develop-
ing an adaptive robot which can work in a space filled
with human and other robots.

To provide more intelligent services to users, in-
door localization and human interaction should be
seamlessly integrated into the robot navigation sys-
tem. Information sources commonly used for robot
navigation include computer vision [4, 5], sound [6,
7, 8], WiFi [9, 10], Radio-frequency Identification
(RFID) [11], and low-power radio signal from wire-
less sensor network [12].

Based on information from different input modal-
ities, such as a microphone array, camera(s), wire-
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less signals, sensors, or a joystick, the robot can be
equipped with an ability to interact with, moving its
part(s) and navigate according to human commands.
Robot control can be performed either or both au-
tonomously or manually. Different modes of robot
control can be designed upon the context of use so
as to bring about the most convenient and natural
experiences to users.

To achieve this goal, a framework for indoor robot
navigation is proposed. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
framework consists of two modes of navigation. In
the automatic navigation, a camera is used for de-
tecting objects and obstacles, WiFi signal for room
detection, and the microphone array for direction of
the user’s command. Based on the context detected
by these multiple input modalities, the robot will per-
form autonomously according to the pre-programmed
tasks. For example, once the direction of the speaker
is detected by the microphone array, the camera on
the robot’s head can be turned to target the caller
for depth detection. For more detailed robot control
for achieving an un-predefined task, manual naviga-
tion can be carried out using a joystick or a mobile
phone which is already carried by most users on a
daily basis.

This paper focuses on the caller tracking module
using acoustic source localization. A Bayesian ap-
proach for sound direction based on the time delay
of arrival (TDOA) features has been proposed. The
advantage of the technique is its ability to handle
with uncertainty (e.g. due to noises or sound reflec-
tions). An experiment on various parameter settings
has been conducted to evaluate the effect of each
parameter on the model accuracy. For validation,
both recorded sound samples and real human sound
sources were used.

2. A REVIEW ON ACOUSTIC SOURCE
LOCALIZATION

Acoustic source localization (ASL) [13, 14, 15] is a
technique for estimating the direction and/or location
of the sound source by exploiting audio cues extracted
from sound signals received by one or more pairs of
microphones. ASL is an active research topic and
has been applied in various speaker-tracking applica-
tions, ranging from source localization micro-sensor
[16], camera pointing system for video conferencing
[17] to sound localization module in robots. The
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Fig.1: Indoor Robot Navigation Framework.

multi-modal humanoid robot, CB, [18], and the ser-
vice robot, Golem, [19] are the two examples of robot
that use ASL for enhancing the interactivity.

ASL techniques can be divided into three ma-
jor categories: 1) those maximizing a beamformer’s
steered response power (SRP), 2) those applying
spectral estimation concepts, and 3) those using time-
difference of arrival (TDOA). Examples of differ-
ent types of location estimators used in the steer
beamformer-based approaches include a maximum
likelihood (ML) location estimator, a delay-and-sum
beamformer, and a weighted beamformer. The theo-
retical analysis of ML estimator is presented in [20].
A delay-and-sum beamformer is extended to the case
of multiple sources in [21]. The major drawback of
this approach is inaccuracy stemmed from indistinct
and many maxima of response power. This problem
is alleviated in [22]. Examples of spectral-estimation-
based approaches include the use of spectral analy-
sis such as minimum variance (MV) spectral estima-
tion [23] and eigenanalysis-based methods like multi-
ple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [24].

Several time delay estimation (TDE) approaches
have been explored over the past three decades.
Among various approaches, generalized cross correla-
tion (GCC) is the most prevalent. Many works stud-
ied GCC and its variations to enhance its accuracy
[8, 13, 14] as well as compare their performances with
those of other TDE algorithms such as Moddemeijer
information theoretic delay criterion (MODD), and
cochlear filtering (COCH) [18]. GCC-PHAT is imple-
mented as a part of the system employing audiovisual
information [25]. Other TDE algorithms include new
approach using linear interpolation and multichannel
cross correlation coefficient (MCCC) [26], maximum-
likelihood approach [20], cross-power spectrum phase
analysis [27], and creation of new spatial likelihood
function by combining operation [28]. However, TDE
performance is mainly impacted by room reverbera-
tion and noise. Several algorithms are proposed to
cope with these causes of inaccuracy [29, 30, 31].

Two widely used cues in ASL include the inter-

aural level difference (ILD) and inter-aural time dif-
ference (ITD). ILD and ITD measure the difference
in loudness and time-of-arrival of an audio signal re-
ceived at two microphones placed at different posi-
tions, respectively. Under free space or low reverber-
ation environment, ITD and ILD yield direct relation-
ship to the acoustic source position [14, 26]. However,
under rich reverberant environment or no line-of-sight
between the source and microphone array, reflections
on boundary or sound scattering obstruct the system
to directly locating the acoustic source. In [7, 32],
this problem was addressed by matching of ITD and
ILD features between the microphone pair. Liu et al.
proposed the use of ITD and binaural signal process-
ing scheme to extract directional acoustic information
[33]. Another impediment to sound localization is a
requirement of switching between near field and far
field. In [34], this issue was addressed by finding the
grid that is most matched with the current time dif-
ference feature vector.

ASL system that mimics human auditory system
or binaural localization system is another attrac-
tive option for robot localization since it can localize
sounds in three-dimensional environment using only
two microphones. In [35], Rodemann et al. used
binaural spectral cues for azimuth and elevation lo-
calization, and classified front-back source direction.
Zhang et al. [36] determined the three-dimensional
sound direction based on feature differences and Self-
Organizing Map (SOM). Hornstein et al. [37] pro-
posed the use of Head-Related Transfer Functions
(HRTFs) to extract audio cues for creating audio-
motor maps. Avni and Rafaely [38] studied the effect
of incomplete representation of the sound field in the
spherical harmonics domain. Since HRTFs rely on
discrete measurement, Nakadai et al. [39] employed
Active Direction-Pass Filter (ADPF), which performs
ASL by auditory epipolar geometry, as an alternative
method in a moving robot application.

3. ACOUSTIC SOURCE LOCALIZATION
METHODS

Bayesian approach has been widely and success-
fully used for audio signal processing, especially for
blind source separation. Hsin-Lung et al. [40],
for example, incrementally identified dynamic sound
sources and estimated independent component analy-
sis (ICA) parameters by using online Bayesian learn-
ing. A few recent studies have applied Bayesian ap-
proach on acoustic source localization problem. In
[41], ITD and IID were estimated before the Bayes-
Rule was applied for final result. The approach has
highest accuracy of azimuth localization in noisy en-
vironment compared to other three approaches. In
[42], Yan et al. applied Bayesian theory to localiza-
tion of sound source in a planar structure. TDOA
is initially measured from sensor information then
Bayesian updating of posterior probability distribu-
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tions is performed to identify parameters about the
source. The experimental results demonstrate that
Bayesian approach has higher capability to deal with
uncertainties.

In this study, a Bayesian approach for sound di-
rection estimation based on the time delay of arrival
(TDOA) features has been proposed. To provide a
benchmark for measuring the performance of the pro-
posed method, it is compared against two standard
ASL methods, i.e. the ASL module provided in the
Kinect sensor and a trigonometric approach.

3.1 A Bayesian Approach to Sound Source Es-
timation

The data analysis process comprises of four main
steps, namely, feature extraction, data quantization,
model learning and model inference. For each pair
of the microphones, time delay of arrival (TDOA)
features are extracted using the generalized cross-
correlation (GCC) method described in [29]. Given
that Xi(ω) and Xi(ω) are the Fourier transform of
the sound signals received at the ith and jth micro-
phones, their GCC function, Rji(τ), can be expressed
as:

Rij(τ) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
(Wij(ω)Xi(ω)Xj(ω)

∗)ejωτdω (1)

where Wji(ω)1/|Xi(ω)Xi(ω)
∗| is the phase trans-

form (PHAT) weighting factor. Rij(τ) shows an ex-
plicit global maximum at the lag value τ correspond-
ing to the relative time delay. Therefore, TDOA, τ̂ij ,
is estimated from:

τ̂ij = argmax
τ∈T

Rij(τ) (2)

where T denotes a set of all possible lag values.

For detection of the eight sound source directions,
a discrete nave Bayesian network is used. The three
TDOA features from each microphone pair are first
quantized into eight states using mean and standard
deviation calculated from the training data after out-
lier removal. To enhance model generalizability, a
small constant value of 0.0001 was added to each pa-
rameter in the link matrix prior to normalization.

Assuming uniform prior probability, classification
for sound source direction is made as follows:

θ̂ = argmax
k

P (θk|τ̂12, τ̂13, τ̂23|)

= argmax
k

P (τ̂12|θk)P (τ̂13|θk)P (τ̂23|θk)
(3)

where θ̂ denotes the predicted azimuth angle, τ̂ji de-
notes the TDOA value between a pair of microphones
i and j.

3.2 A Trigonometric Approach

The sound source direction, θ, can be determined
from an equilateral triangular microphone array us-
ing a trigonometric approach described in [43]. As
shown in Fig. 2, the incidence angles between each
microphone pair can be calculated as follows:

α = cos−1

(
τ̂12
D

)
(4)

β = cos−1

(
τ̂23
D

)
(5)

γ = cos−1

(
τ̂13
D

)
(6)

where D denotes the distance between the micro-
phones. Since the range of the function cos−1 is [0, π]
, to obtain θ in 360◦, the following conditions are
used:
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3.3 ASL Capabilities of the Kinect Sensor

Fig. 3 illustrates different components of a Kinect
sensor [44]. Kinect contains an array of 4 micro-
phones and equipped with speech recognition capa-
bility and echo cancellation. The 16-bit audio from
each of the four channels are processed at a rate of 16
KHz. For sound localization, the sensor employs the
adaptive beamforming technique [45]. It supports 11
fixed beams, ranging from -50 to +50 degrees with 10
degree increments. The image sensing features of the
sensor have been utilized in recent studies on robot
navigation [46, 47].

4. DATA COLLECTION

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
Bayesian method for sound source, acoustic source
localization experiments were conducted in the Am-
bient Intelligence and Intelligent Informatics (AI3)
Laboratory. The datasets have been collected in
two experimental scenarios. For the first scenario,
sound samples were played from the loudspeaker and
recorded twice at each of the several different combi-
nations azimuth angle, sound type, elevation, volume,
and distance from the microphone as shown in Table
1. Sound recording was made using both an array of
three omni-directional microphones and the Kinect
sensor.
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Fig.2: Parameters involved in sound source esti-
mation based on a trigonometric approach (Modified
from [43]).

Fig.3: Different parts of Kinect sensor (Modified
from[44]).

An array of three omni-directional microphones
was placed in an equilateral triangular configuration
with a distance of 30cm apart as shown in Fig. 5(left).
The microphone array was attached to the robot lo-
cated in the middle of the room at 1.11m above the
floor as illustrated in Fig. 5(right). At 90?, 1m, sound
recording was not possible due to the existence of a
column. A total of 1728 sound records were obtained
in each iteration. The described experiment was re-
peatedly conducted using a Kinect sensor placed at
the center of the room.

In the second experimental scenario, real male and
female voice uttering the robot name, Dinsaw, at
each point on the map was recorded to assess the
model performance in a real-world environment. The
heights of the male and female subjects are 1.70m and
1.52m, respectively. Another set of 192 sound records
was obtained for model testing.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The nave Bayesian model was trained with all the
data collected during the first iteration of the first ex-
perimental scenario and tested with a subset of data
collected during the second iteration. Fig. 6 (a-e)
illustrate a comparison of the overall model accu-
racy of the Bayesian approach for sound source direc-
tion classification for different azimuth angles, sound

Table 1: Experimental Parameters.

Parameter Name Values
Angle between microphone 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦,
and loudspeaker 225◦, 270◦, 315◦

Sound type clapping and the phrase
“Come here”

Elevation of loudspeaker from 0.08, 0.1, 0.1395 meter
floor
Loudness/volume of sound 122.47, 110.9, 98.7 dBA
samples
Distance between microphone 0.5, 1, 2, 3 meter(s)
and loudspeaker

Fig.4: AI3 room dimension and sound source loca-
tions.

Fig.5: Experimental setup: setting of the equilateral
triangular microphone array (left) and its placement
on the robot (right).

types, elevation of the sound source, volumes, and
distance from the microphone array.

According to Fig. 6(a), at 225◦, 270◦ and 315◦,
an accuracy of above 90% can be achieved with the
Bayesian network. However, the classification accu-
racy of sound signals acquired at 0o to 180o are de-
graded since the sound paths were partially blocked
and reflected at the column located at 90 o, 1m from
the middle of the room as shown in Fig. 4. With
the Bayesian network, the overall classification accu-
racy of the test datasets is 82.29%. Fig. 6(b) shows
that direction can be detected with higher accuracy
for clapping sound compared to the speech sound.
This is due to the distinct peaks of sound amplitudes
reflected in the GCC coefficients. Fig. 6(c) shows
that the classification accuracy increases as the sound
source elevation become higher. Among the three el-
evation levels, sound direction can be detected with
highest accuracy at 0.1395m since the loudspeaker
is located higher than the height of the microphone
array and the sound wave can directly travel to the
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transducer. Fig. 6(d) shows that the records with
higher sound volume can be detected with higher ac-
curacy due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio when
the sound intensity is higher. Fig. 6(e) illustrates the
accuracy of the sound source detection for varying
distances from the microphone array. The accuracy
is lowest at 0.5m, which is possibly due to the in-
accurate plane wave assumption used in time delay
estimation. The lower accuracy at 3m can be due to
the attenuation of the sound signal as the source is
moved further away. The best performance occurs in
the setting with clapping sound, 0.1395m elevation of
the speaker, high volume, and 2-meter distance from
sound source.

To further assess the performance of the caller
tracking module in a real-world environment, the
dataset collected during the second experimental sce-
nario was used for model testing. The overall accu-
racy for sound source detection is 93.75% and 90.63%,
for female and male respectively.

Fig. 7(a-e) illustrate a comparison of the overall
model accuracy of the Bayesian approach for sound
source direction classification versus the trigonomet-
ric approach, and the ASL capabilities of Kinect sen-
sor for different values of parameter settings. The
trigonometric method described in Section 3.3 was
applied on the 1728 sound records obtained from the
second iteration of the first dataset. To enable the
comparison, the continuous output angles from the
trigonometric method and the Kinect sensor were
first quantized into one of the eight different an-
gles. The Bayesian approach has the overall accuracy
of 82.29% which is higher compared to the trigono-
metric approach (70.14%) and that of Kinect sensor
(29.17%).

The results in Fig. 7(b-e) demonstrate that both
the Bayesian and the trigonometric approaches have
the similar trend of the classification accuracy in dif-
ferent values of the four parameters, i.e. sample
type, elevation, volume, and distance. However, in
these four parameters, the Bayesian approach per-
forms better than the trigonometric approach. More-
over, the trigonometric approach cannot estimate the
angle from some part of datasets due to incorrect es-
timation of the TDOA value(s) from one or more
microphone pair. The percentages of unclassifiable
data in different parameter settings are shown in Ta-
ble 2. The values are inversely proportional to the
classification accuracy shown Fig. 7. As described
in its specification [48], the Kinect sensor is capable
of estimating angles between ?50 to +50 degrees. It
is therefore unable to detect the sound source from
sideward or backward areas.

The experimental results also show that both
the Bayesian and the trigonometry approaches are
more accurate than the sound source localization of
Kinect sensor in all parameter settings. The accu-
racy trends of the Kinect sensor in different values of

the four parameters are also different from the two
approaches. For instance, the accuracy of detecting
clapping sound and speech sound are almost equal
and the accuracy of different volumes is also equal
since the sensor detects the sound based on the con-
fidence level. If the sound is evaluated at confidence
level higher than 0.5, the sensor computes the angle.
Otherwise, it does not compute the angle. Therefore,
the recordings with different volumes and different
sample types are interpreted the same by the sensor
if they are evaluated at confidence level higher than
0.5. The accuracy of 1 m elevation is greater than
that of 1.395m elevation. The accuracy of 2 m dis-
tance is lower than 3m distance.

Table 2: Trigonometric Approach’s Unclassifiable
Percentage of Each Experimental Parameter (* de-
notes the lowest percentage in each parameter).

Parameter Name
Parameter Value

Unclassifiable
(degree)

Azimuth angle 0 4.17∗

(degree) 45 11.11
90 38.89
135 11.11
180 37.50
225 25.00
270 6.94
315 11.11

Sample type Clap 16.32∗

Speech 20.14
Elevation

0.08 23.96
(meter)

1 23.96
1.395 6.77∗

Volume (dB) 122.47 17.19
110.9 16.67∗

98.7 20.83
Distance (meter) 0.5 21.53

1 26.39
2 10.42∗

3 14.58
All datasets − 18.23

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a Bayesian approach to
sound source localization. This approach can detect
the direction of the speaker by using TDOA between
three microphones as the input features and a nave
Bayesian network as the classification model. The
method is simple and yet requires low computational
complexity.

Based on an equilateral-triangular microphone ar-
ray, a dataset collected in various settings of sound
type, source elevation, sound volume and the distance
from the sound source. The datasets acquired dur-
ing the first iteration is used for model construction.
A detailed analysis of how different parameters af-
fect the classification accuracy of the sound source
has been performed by applying the model on the
datasets acquired during the second iteration of the
experiment. Further validation on both male and
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Fig.6: A comparison of the classification accuracy of the test dataset versus different values of five parame-
ters, i.e., a) azimuth angle, b) sound type, c) elevation, d) volume, and e) distance from the microphone.

Fig.7: A comparison of the classification accuracy of the test dataset versus different values of five parame-
ters, i.e., a) azimuth angle, b) sound type, c) elevation, d) volume, and e) distance from the microphone.

female subjects has shown that the model yields
>90% overall classification accuracy.

Compared to the trigonometry method and the
ASL module of the Kinect sensor, the proposed
Bayesian approach yields a better performance in al-
most all the parameter settings. Apart from its sim-
plicity and effectiveness, Bayesian approach also com-
bines the advantages of both trigonometric approach
and the ASL capabilities of Kinect sensor, which are
ability to estimate direction of sound in 360o and us-
ing low computational load, respectively. Therefore,
all of these comparisons can support the reliability of
such method which is compelling for future usage and
integration to multi-modal robot navigation system.
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